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سخن ناشر:
افغانستان از ماه گذشته شاهد تحوالت گستردهای از سقوط شهرها و مناطق مختلف این کشور به دست طالبان و خروج
نیروهای آمریکایی و ناتو پس از چند دهه بوده است .با روی کار آمدن مجدد امارت اسالمی طالبان در افغانستان ،این روزها
تحوالت غیرمنتظره این کشور در رسانههای دولتی و غیردولتی ایران و جهان بازتاب گسترده یافته است .بخش قابل توجهی
از تحلیلها به چرایی عقبنشینی آمریکا و حول هژمونی آمریکا در منطقه پرداختهاند .در حالی که حتا برخی رسانههای
دستراستی هم از افول هژمونی آمریکا سخن میگویند اما همچنان در جبههی «چپگرایان» صدایی جدی و قوی از بررسی
انتقادی وضعیت کنونی آمریکا و تحوالت نوین سرمایهداری جهانی شنیده نمیشود .حجم غالب تحلیلها بر
خودهمانگوییهای شرمسار و پریشان در تحلیل اوضاع کنونی جهان استوار است و در مورد مشخص وضعیت افغانستان،
آمریکا را «قدرتی ضعیفشده اما همچنان آقای جهان» ارزیابی میکنند که به انتظار فرصتی تازه برای نمایش «قدرت
واقعی»اش نشسته است .این رویکرد به طور کلی قائل به جهانی بدون سروری «آمریکا» نیست و درک از سرمایهداری جهانی
را به پدیدارشناسی «امپریالیزم آمریکا» تقلیل داده است.
به تازگی مطلع شدیم که رفیق گرامی سیروس بینا در حال اتمام کتاب تازهی خود هستند (که در ماههایی آینده منتشر خواهد
شد) و در فصلی از این کتاب به تحوالت افغانستان پرداخته شده است .دکتر سیروس بینا در آثار خود به طور مفصل به شرح
چرایی افول هژمونی آمریکا در متن تحوالت سرمایهداری جهانی پرداخته است .در این نوشته ایشان با تحلیل وضعیت موجود
افغانستان در همین چهارچوب نظری ،تصویر واضحی از چرایی شکست آمریکا در افغانستان و عقبنشینی ارتش آمریکا ارائه
میکند .با شرحی که از بحران نظری و سیاسی جبههی«چپگرایان» داده شد ،انتشار جداگانهی این فصل از کتاب به نظر ما
ضروری بود و خوشبختانه نویسندهی محترم با درخواست ما موافقت کردند و اکنون این فصل را به طور جداگانه در اختیار
خوانندگان گرامی قرار میدهیم .در حالی که رونویسیهای بیمایهای به سرعت در بازار کتاب ایران به فارسی ترجمه میشوند،
متاسفانه ما مترجم معتبر و متعهدی برای ترجمهی این نوشته پیدا نکردیم و مناسب دیدیم که فعالبه زبان اصلی منتشر بشود.
از جناب دکتر سیروس بینا سپاسگزاریم که فصلی از کتاب تازهی خودشان را پیشاپیش در اختیار ما و مخاطبان قرار دادند و
امیدواریم که مورد توجه و استفادهی عالقمندان قرار بگیرد.
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We will get on our way to a new record of
expansion … that will carry us into the next
American Century.
– George H.W. Bush
State of the Union Message to the Nation
(January 29, 1991)1
Our war on terror begins with al Qaeda,
but it does not end there. It will not end until
every terrorist group of global reach has been
found, stopped and defeated.
– George W. Bush
Address to Joint Session of the Congress
(September 20, 2001)2
I sometimes wonder what use there is in
trying to protect the West against fancied external
threats when the signs of disintegration within
are so striking.
– George Kennan3
The Architect of Cold War

Abstract

The US anticipated fall in Afghanistan is the tip of the iceberg, exemplifying the
manifold debacles of the post-9/11, among others. It is the opposite of what the US
leadership attempts to brandish to the world as a “unipolar” hegemony. The
American hegemony (and American era) eclipsed along with the breakdown of the
Pax American (1945-1979), some four decades ago. That is why the war in
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Afghanistan was lost on the drawing board. The American era resembles a “Black
hole” that collapsed on itself by the intensity and force of globalization. The epoch
globalization amounts to no less than a complete and comprehensive repudiation of
the defunct institutions, paraphernalia, comportment, and the doctrine and policies
of the postwar era. The Americans, however, fooled by their own ill-fated belief that
the Soviet fall is an equivalent to another “American Century” (“unipolar” power).
Hence, the pretext of Saddam Hussein in Kuwait provided the Bush (H.W.)
administration a lifetime opportunity to send a massive (and permanent) military
expedition to the Persian Gulf in the first phase. The corollary of the Reagan and
(H.W.) Bush administrations’ back-to-back involvement in the Afghan war against
the Soviets boomeranged in one hell of a payback on 9/11. The Bush-Cheney
administration did not know what hit them and why. Cheney and his fellow neocons
saw this as an opportunity. They welcomed and embraced 9/11; it was a godsend for
doubling down on “unipolarity” and another “American Century.” Dick Cheney and
Donald Rumsfeld prepared to invade seven nations in the greater Middle East, in
one shot, starting with Afghanistan (2001). As the cause of al-Qaeda was not
adequate, they moved to concoct another motive (WMD?) in order to destroy key
nations in both the west Asia t and north-east Asia, thus the “Axis of Evil” was born
just a few months after 9/11 in George W. Bush State of the Union Address (January
29, 2002). They invaded Iraq on WMD fabrication in 2003. It was the beginning of
the post-9/11 second phase. One wonders why the United States lost on each of these
wars and conflicts without exception, particularly in the last two decades. The
answer to this riddle may have to do with the deeply rooted epochal change, the
origin of which is globalization.

Prologue
In the midst of forced and disorderly US (and NATO) evacuation from
Afghanistan in dreadful and desperate conditions of multitudes of men, women, and
children, wedged between barbed wire and the advancing Taliban at Kabul airport
in agony and desperation, the flashbang of initial rampage by Neocons (and the
multifarious Cold Warriors) – party to a twenty-year nightmare – is all-over
mainstream media. At the head of this dog-and-pony show of resentment at
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departure (and evacuation), is George W. Bush – the original sinner with an I.Q. of
a cucumber – who deliberately confuses the cause of this ordeal with its effect.
George W. Bush rebukes the Biden administration, not for pitiable planning
of this evacuation, but for the bringing this delinquent, depleting, and drifting war to
an end.4 He sheds crocodile tears for women of Afghanistan5 vis-à-vis the Taliban,
yet his imbecility does not allow him to comprehend that these monsters are the
handiwork his own father (as vice president and president, 1981-1992)), made to
deter the Russian “infidels” in Afghanistan some forty-year earlier, thus instigating
the start of “perpetual war” long before 9/11.
The Biden administration followed the Trump administration concerning a
complete withdrawal of remaining US military and civilian forces from Afghanistan
by August 31, 2021, after two elongated decades of occupation. It is significant that
the Trump team had completely written off the participation of the puppet regime in
Afghanistan and opted to “negotiate” exclusively with the Taliban.6 This would tell
us two significant things, (1) that the Taliban held all the cards in these negotiations
while the American side had naught; (2) that the US team was fully mindful of the
fragility and feebleness of the puppet regime and knew all too well the susceptibility
of the Afghan military to breakdown. These points were also translucent to the Biden
administration that exhibits more experience on foreign policy the quagmire of
Afghanistan than its predecessor does. All this is aside from the fraudulent and
aimless American mission in this twenty-year occupation. Hence, an inevitability of
unconditional surrender by Americans, just like Vietnam.7
As it turns out, the Taliban too were keenly aware of the rickety nucleus of
the puppet regime and regime change in Afghanistan. This was a remarkable
submission to a horde of long-bearded fanatics who seemed to have time-traveled
via the wormholes of history and impulsively landed in this century. Incidentally,
those of us who may have a long memory should be able to recall and identify the
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very hand that had fed and shaped these monsters (the cohorts of Osama bin Laden)
as the fighting force during the entire decade of the 1980s, against the Soviet
“infidels,” in the ill-famed Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.8
‘Original Sin’ and the Lingering Aftermath
Some of us who’re old enough to recall the fall of Saigon and remember the
mortifying images on that faithful day, in April (1975), at the rooftop of the
American Embassy in Saigon, the images at Kabul airport, and a desperate crowd of
Afghans clinging to the exterior of the US Air Force C17 transport aircraft is a déjà
vu. Forty-six years hence, the reverberation of that crushing defeat is so clearly in
tandem with today’s images at Kabul airport where the transport planes full of
human cargo flying out of Kabul every 45-minute or so, while a sea of people
striving to get onboard. This illustrates an aftereffect of yet another lost war by the
United States in the post-9/11 period. Yet, if American downfall in Vietnam
overlapped with the beginning of the end of Pax Americana (1945-1979)9 – a
tragedy, this shattering defeat in Afghanistan is a farce. Since this time, the defeat is
owing to America’s own incarnated monsters. At any rate, by sheer design (i.e.,
choreography of duplicity and disinformation), nostalgia for power is much more
devious and addicting than the real power itself.10
Unlike the bleeding heart liberals and heartless conservatives, one do not think
that American and NATO forces should stay in Afghanistan or for that matter
anywhere else. Instead, a judicious mind questions the very morality, legality, and
legitimacy of the “War on Terror” doctrine – chicanery of monumental proportion
and a power-grab by a debased, disgraced, and defunct ex-hegemon. The doctrine of
“War on Terror”11 rather clumsily warrants, in disguise, the old colonial and semicolonial decrees, and verdicts that once upon a time sanctioned by the likes of
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Winston Churchill (the ill-famed white supremacist) in the colonial corrupt and
long-demolished Pax Britannica. American invasion (and a 20-year occupation) of
Afghanistan is the firstborn of this doctrine that long kept on a military respirator
until recently.12
“War on Terror” also stands rather euphemistically for another “American
century,” in neoconservatives’ lexicon. Neoconservatives (neocons) saw in their
fantasy saw a “unipolar” polity in the making just after the breakdown of the Soviet
Union. The neocon aphorism, “Mr. Gorbachev: bring down that wall,” by Ronald
Reagan, a second-rate Hollywood actor, who played the US presidency (1981-1989),
was a harbinger of the extreme euphoria; this led to the successful infiltration of this
extremist worldview in the US foreign policy circles since the 1990s. The liberals
and liberal hawks too within the US foreign policy establishment were not far
behind.
Having been in the academy and visiting at Harvard at the time, this writer was privy
to so many pertinent presentations, debates, and public and private nuances in the
aftermath of the Soviet fall on the perception and attitude of American academics
and its counterparts, particularly in NATO member countries. The present writer
however was suspicious of the propaganda and euphoria and their consequence with
respect to the newly emerging (global) polity. The collapse of the Soviet Union gave
a false impression to the American leadership at the time, intimating that the sky is
a limit and that a “unipolar order” should be at hand. This reflection and the echo of
elation is particularly prominent in the address to the joint session of the Congress,
declaring a “new order,” by President George H. W. Bush. This address justifiably
choreographed along with the decimation of Iraq by the US forces and the speedy
launch and spread of massive military and naval bases, including the HQ of the US
Fifth Fleet, in the Persian Gulf.13
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As we already know, the chickens of the anti-Soviet warfare and strategy in
Afghanistan came to roost finally in the homeland on September 11, 200114, and it
finally turned out that the “unipolarity” is fanciful self-aggrandizement.
Nevertheless, the neocon-infested Bush-Cheney administration missed this
opportunity and doubled down on their groundless pipedream. The US leadership,
neither understood that, by the late 1970s, American hegemony – along with the
underlying postwar institutions – had come apart15, nor realized that 9/1116 is but a
tangible occurrence caused by: (1) collapse of the postwar American order; (2) the
“new order,” concocted a decade earlier by George H. W. Bush, is but the pie in the
sky. Incidentally, the Orwellian quality of American political class and the way in
which it views the world and perceives order or the disorder is quite mindboggling.
The usual ideologues and cheerleaders of the orthodoxy (liberals and
conservatives alike) in the academy too were either unconcerned or mute as to the
meaning of hegemony, hegemonic power, and loss of hegemony in the absence of
hegemonic institutions. The ruling authorities in the US and their dutiful followers
here and abroad nevertheless mesmerized, if not completely stoned, by the fragility
of the Soviet economy and the sudden implosion and disintegration of the Soviet
Union. They also stopped think about the massive and permanent transfer and
relocation of major sectors and industries from the US, via extensive outsourcing,
known as the plant closing in the mid-1980s.17 The US governing class was slow to
realize that these changes would be essentially irreversible and that such gigantic
displacements could extricate the US from the epicenter of world production for
good. More importantly, the peculiar petty-bourgeois “can-do” attitude in America
was not a match for the formidable global forces that virtually made a number of
evitable matters, suddenly inevitable.18
These Pax-American ideologues failed to appreciate that globalization, as an
epochal social relation, had by this time ascended from the wreckage of mummified
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institutions of the Pax Americana, namely, World Bank, IMF, NATO, G7 – onetime
paraphernalia of the defunct postwar order.19 Similarly, they were blindsided by the
universality of globalization that axed and abolished the status of American
hegemony in short order. Meanwhile, the United States – between the “festive” fall
of the Soviet Union and the stinging jolt of 9/1120 – slumbered in the bubble of
“unipolar” order.21
More amazing, however, is why the traditional Left had not been able to
decode the epic vicissitudes that subtly foreshadowed the onset of the present epoch
and stage, globalization.22 It is also puzzling that radical scholars, even Marxists,
routinely danced around issues and postulates, such as neoliberalism23 (a doctrine
mistook for stage), ‘new’ imperialism24 (alluding to monopoly and bygone era),
imperialist globalization25 (an eclectic misnomer), American globalization26 (first
half of the story), geopolitics27 (a skin-deep appraisal), monopoly-finance capital28
(the usual story of Monthly Review) – or a flat-out mixture thereof. The majority of
the Left (so-called heterodoxy in and out of the academy) essentially missed the deep
essence of epochal change and decidedly engaged in petty-bourgeois habit of
holding to the impressions and surfing on the appearance. This is in a nutshell the
story of the intellectual weapon and ostentatious radicalism of those on the other
side, who have long been barking, so to speak, without an actual bite.
Incidentally, a number of liberals and pseudo-leftists, oblivious to the collapse
of oil monopoly and ignorant of the universally of competitive oil since the 1970s,
took to the scavenger hunt to find a cause of the American invasions of Afghanistan
and Iraq in oil. They absorbed by possible foreign contracts on oil pipelines that
could go through Afghanistan, and focused on Iraqi oilfields, and then triumphantly
deduced that the access to oil must be the motivation of these invasions. Sometimes
in traditional leftist activist circles, this declaration unveils itself as “blood for oil.”
Such diagnostician is a hoax; it is a distraction, which dangerously obfuscates the
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cause; besides, in methodological terms it is no more than a vulgar tautology. This
view is quite ignorant of the larger context of this collision course; it misreads the
corollary of the US offensive as a cause, and obfuscates the manifold effects of
worldwide globalization, revealed vividly in these invasions.29
Nostalgia is a Seductive Liar30
In 1991, George H.W. Bush pontificated: “We will get on our way to a new
record of expansion … that will carry us into the next American Century.” He was
unaware of small detail that low and behold the first “American Century” (the Pax
Americana, 1945-1979) too by this time had fallen apart, and that the breakdown of
the Pax Americana dates a decade earlier than the downfall of the Soviet Union. This
oversight is a reminder of Mark Twain’s delightful axiom: “You cannot depend on
your eyes when your imagination is out of focus.” George Bush (H.W.) apparently
has been suffering from a seductive ailment in straight thinking, known as the
presumption of “vacuum,” according to which breakdowns in socioeconomic
systems are essential without embedded reasons, thus they generate vacuum. To fill
such “vacuums” without external forces is a welcome opportunity.
Hence, the worldview in Washington was to expedite the demolition of the
Soviet Union after the implosion, on the one hand, and to occupy the international
space (and familiar international polity) that was in spare of moment interrupted and
disordered by the chaos of implosion, on the other.31 The 1991 George H.W. Bush
military expedition to the Persian Gulf, therefore, was a cunning and calculated
move not so much for discord with Saddam Hussein (or solidarity with Kuwait) but
essentially for the filling of presumed “vacuum” and unveiling of the purported new
order.
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Conjecture of vacuum, which has plentiful academic followers, particularly
in orthodox circles of political science and international relations, is silent about the
dynamics of collapse and the centrality of epochal context in the case of the Soviet
Union. The dialectic of underlying cause in a larger context is an academic matter
in the eyes of those who were waiting for 70 years to discard the content and to stuff
it with something else. The off-the-cuff orientation of this view will become crystal
clear in some twenty-year hence when on the face of it a defiant Russian Federation
on the one hand, and a half-dozen lost wars in central and west Asia, not to mention
North Africa, on the other, are at the doorsteps of beleaguered America. Hence, the
story of US foreign policy and attitude toward “collapse,” “vacuum,” and the need
for filling (nicknamed, American leadership), just like the filling of potholes on the
street.
This perfunctory attitude and positivistic approach is also trendy among
clueless leftists and pseudo-radicals who speak of the American power in such terms
as if the absence of the Soviet Union has made the US more hegemonic. They tend
to misidentify rabidity with hegemony, and worse, these pseudo-radicals are
oblivious to the worldwide socioeconomic underpinning, value-theoretic
undercurrents, and subtleties of our epoch. Incidentally, it is remarkable that in
modern astrophysics (and astronomy), unlike its Newtonian counterpart, reference
to void (vacuum) is neither accepted nor necessary for proof of what is keeping the
universe together. Here, a vacuum, just as the collapse of the Soviet Union –
irrespective of its critical cause – is but a mirage that tautologically grips the
observer.
The illusion of power and US nostalgic vision, however, are inseparable from
so many American misadventures in Afghanistan32, Iraq33, Syria34, Libya35,
Yemen36, and other parts of the globe, since the fall of the Soviet Union. The analog
of this is defeat after defeat, political suicide after political suicide, and humiliation
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after humiliation unparalleled in recent memory. On the other hand, having had a
habit of weaponizing anything and everything in the bombastic language of Cold
War, the United States turned human rights, democracy, freedom, free world into a
weapon, and disguised itself as the “leader of the free world” for life. Hence, a
fraudulent 20-year-old invasion/occupation of Afghanistan, which is now officially
ending.
Yet, such invasion/occupation bears an ironic signature of the pre-Pax
Americana era when the specter of colonial Pax Britannica had been hovering above
the bloody horizon. This explains in stark and clear-cut terms the nature of this
retrograde enterprise and where the United States stands today. There was no
legitimate reason for a full-scale invasion of Afghanistan. Yet, the search of Osama
bin Laden – the presumed cause of this invasion – took the backseat reportedly for
the purpose of invasion and occupation for unlimited time. However, the
fundamental strategic decision upon which this particular invasion – other than the
aimless deception of “war on terror” – was deliberately left ambiguous and for public
imagination. This speaks volumes on not only illegality but also sheer criminality
and immorality of American conduct in this invasion.37
As implied earlier, the collapse of the “American Century” (1945-1979) and
the fall of the Soviet Union deep down are the epoch-making effects of globalization,
which among others effectively clipped the wings of American hegemony and
similarly disrupted the mess of Soviet bureaucracy – a force much greater than both
combined – in short order. Therefore, the American worldview (and foreign policy
associated with it) is guilty of double jeopardy, namely, (1) seductive nostalgia and
(2) illusory vision of “unipolar” world. Thus, today’s American predicament is the
cumulative outcome of the past conducts that unsurprisingly carries the mother lode
of inevitability (and predictability) akin to Greek tragedy.
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As has been argued in this essay, the invasion of Afghanistan, and subsequent
invasion of Iraq by the Bush-Cheney administration was essentially at the service of
power projection across the Soviet-less world, far beyond Afghanistan. This project
however is but building upon the fortifications that were underwritten and
established by George H.W. Bush early on toward another “American Century” by
means of “unipolarity” via the bloody expedition and full-scale war of 1991 across
the Persian Gulf. Yet, it had fallen to the Bush-Cheney administration to finalize this
imaginary mission by embracing 9/11, in order to operationalize the doctrine of
“War on Terror” and engage in an open-ended war against everyone and everywhere.
Nevertheless, the universality of the blowback in this addictive and predictive
stratagem is but translucent. The brunt of defeat after defeat, calamity after calamity,
disgrace after disgrace, might not have yet caught up with a defunct and bruised
hegemon that had lost its relevance markedly on the global stage.
The Bush-Cheney doctrine of “War on Terror”38 (to date a tacit standard for
US foreign policy) is an open-ended tiptoeing on the edge of the abyss39, as a flurry
of disgrace upon disgrace, caused by all these intrusion and incursions, appears to
have little ethical, legal, and logical repercussion on profound nostalgia and the
runaway self-destruction of the United States.40 Unless somehow US deep state (for
the lack of better terms) convinces itself that America had not only been successively
defeated in these wars (effect) but also lost its age and precisely cut down to size by
epochal forces (cause) that are much more omnipresent and omnipotent than
America, China, the EU, and Russia combined.
In this context, globalization is the very constitution of the whole – the fabric
of epochal change; whereas geopolitics stands for the playground of conflicting
constituent parts acting in concert within this fabric since, by definition, no part can
be independent of the identity of the whole. In other words, geopolitics in its genuine
definition has no universality of its own. Here, the hand of the epoch is a critical
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arbiter. Therefore, resorting to geopolitics in this epoch change is neither
methodologically sound (it smacks a tautology) nor historically accurate since
geopolitics is but a skin-deep account of much deeper epoch-making changes that
arose from shifts of the tectonic plates.41

Puppetry, Pretense, and Pandemic Terror
While the chaotic American evacuation is in progress, Jens Stoltenberg
(Secretary General of NATO – the paraphernalia of Cold War and “brain dead”42)
surmises as to why the puppet regime in Kabul collapsed without any resistance and
at no time. He quickly turns around rather triumphantly and puts the blame at the
doorsteps of the Afghan army, victim of a 20-year-long American dog-and-pony
show, and the quintessential corollary of puppetry, deception, and pandemic
corruption in “American” Afghanistan. Stoltenberg wonders about the finale that has
long been obvious to the multitudes of unschooled and semi-schooled around the
world (including the Taliban themselves) who saw in advance cataclysmic and
devastating signs all over the proverbial wall of Afghanistan.
These multitudes have been more judicious, much more adept, and a good deal more
realistic than the likes of Mr. Stoltenberg in NATO (or for that matter, Dr. Faustus
in Washington). Deciphering this quandary, for Stoltenberg and his NATO codefendants, is both straightforward and complicated.43
An overwhelming majority of Afghans abhor both the American occupation
and return of the Taliban; yet this resilient, self-conscious, and long interrupted
nation has a long memory and impeccable experience certainly was able to validate
which one is worse (and more dangerous, in the ballpark) than the two. They know
that colonial occupation (euphemized rather unkindly, as “nation-building”) in this
time and age is anachronistic and feel strongly that this cruel and open-ended
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imposition had demolished the flesh and soul of their nation. They also recognize,
by experience, the hands that fed and shaped the beginning and development of the
Taliban some four decades ago, in the 1980s anti-Soviet war in Afghanistan.
The people of Afghanistan know very well who had thrown the secular nation
of Afghanistan to the proverbial dogs of the Taliban. Therefore, they had no choice
but the spare of the moment in this chaotic changeover, to defer to the monster rather
than the monster-maker – for now. In another word, the groundswell of multitudes
in Afghanistan has had no stomach for this monster-maker-cum-puppet-master, any
longer. The tyranny of the Taliban (Washington's creation, aided by Pakistan ISA
and Saudi44 finance), in this Sophie’s choice, seemed less of a hazard than 20-year
cumulative devastation by the occupying puppet masters and perpetual terrormongers by those in charge of Frankenstein’s foreign policy – as “War on Terror” –
in Washington. To sum up: the swift breakdown of the American house-of-cards in
Afghanistan is not a surprise; but the culpability is squarely at the doorsteps of those
in NATO (an outfit devoid of licit jurisdiction in Afghanistan) – like Jen Stoltenberg
– who illicitly and eagerly played a critical part in it.
As for those who sidetrack the calamity of this cruel and rancorous occupation
by allusion to “nation-building” – pro and con, I must say that the US foreign policy
machine from the outset had not been interested in building anything in the emerging
global polity, akin to the post-American era, since the 1990s. Indeed, in recent
decades, Washington operated like a runaway train and wrecking crew toward selfdestruction and destruction of other nations. The post-hegemonic America is not
interested in construction, but destruction as long as the hand of Time fails to move
back to the good old days of American pomp and hegemony.
As a result, Afghanistan, Iraq, Syria, Libya, Yemen are all remarkable
examples of this prearranged and predestined deportment. The so-called pivot to
China, Russophobia and an attempt to demolish the buffer of Ukraine, to encircle
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the Russian Federation, by the United States, are all quintessential variants of this
unpeaceable, nostalgic, and hysterical foreign policy, similar to a tantrum of a tough
guy who had misplaced his favorite neighborhood for good. This style in foreign
policy is a warning sign of a declining power in freefall which is a hell of a lot more
dangerous than power on the rise. Thus, the tactics of American unilateralism, with
or without the dog-and-pony show of NATO, only fitting the similes of the
“unipolar” dream, despite the incontestable realities on the ground. Therefore, those
who speak of the US intervention (and occupations), with a hint of “nationbuilding,” in Afghanistan or elsewhere, must educate themselves on the history of
post-9/11 tumult, particularly the US terror mongering of “war on terror,” and think
again. Given the insurrection of January 6, 2021, and the specter of wrecking crew
at the heart of Washington, one may ask, is it not strange to expect nation-building
in Afghanistan by a belligerent power, when the latter’s own nation is in need of
refurbishing?
In retrospect, the parody of nation building is an afterthought conceived by
those who choreographed the invasion of Afghanistan as a launching platform for
perpetual “war on terror,” an agenda that demanded territory, proximity, and
absolute authority to operate with impunity.45 That is why the initial search for
Osama ben Laden46 suddenly took a backseat and Donald Rumsfeld (then Secretary
of Defence) impatiently turned to regime change in Afghanistan.47 Therefore, those
in the media who casually allude to (American) “nation-building” in Afghanistan
are either unfamiliar with the notion of open-ended war (i.e., “war on terror”) or
frankly do the betting of Rumsfeld’s long-lasting concealment.48 Incidentally, there
is a common assertion, alleging that the 2003 invasion of Iraq had prevented the US
from full attention to the quagmire of Afghanistan. Yet, given the aimless and
perpetual nature of “war on terror” by the Bush-Cheney administration and, more
importantly, the quagmire of Iraq – one more remarkable setback – such allegation
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is claptrap. To be sure, the United States had no plan for nation building in
Afghanistan or Iraq.
Now, the reverberations of this chaotic evacuation start to proliferate and then
recycle in the next stage-managed US election by the demagogues, war profiteers,
mercenaries49, Cold Warriors, and war criminals across the US domestic political
landscape, that is to say, within oligarchic corporate anarchy that utterly failed to
keep the republic. Yet Orwellian quality of the politics in the United States does not
allow a smidgen of accountability, let alone the prosecution of planners and
choreographers of this colossal calamity, just like years past in Vietnam where the
pattern of deception is the word for word.
The American political class is neither able nor willing to strike at the heart
of the “war on terror.” The governing elite prefer to avoid the rotten core and stick
to the margin where the populist politics is rambling and raw. Exposing the original
cause of all this needs fortitude in both domestic and foreign policy, which ultimately
would expose the Achilles’ heel of the American decline and thus a lampoon of
another “American Century,” which in turn requires an immediate foreign policy Uturn suitable to the tenor of our present epoch. In the aftermath of such catastrophes,
therefore, there is foreign policy debates at the caricature of the problem between
those who wish not to bog down in such misadventures (and yet blushing and
susceptible to “leader-of-the-free-world” virus) and those who are longing for
fearmongering and perpetual war anytime and anywhere on the planet.50 The recent
George W. Bush spectacle of shedding crocodile tears for Afghan women in this
evacuation is a remarkable illustration of the latter.

Epilogue
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The United States lost the war in Afghanistan on the drawing board and at
inception, prior to its commencement on Sunday, October 7, 2001. 51 The neocon
architects were not interested in Afghanistan per se; they actually planned for the
invasion of some seven countries in central and west Asia – known in the colonial
lexicon as the greater Middle East. The code word, the “Access of Evil,” included
two of them – Iran and Syria – plus North Korea.52 Soon after the 9/11, Donald
Rumsfeld was looking for al-Qaeda in the person of Saddam Hussein in Iraq.53
"Rumsfeld was saying we needed to bomb Iraq," according to Richard Clarke, the
counterterrorism chief at the White House.54 Dick Cheney and George W. Bush
convinced him that he should wait a little longer for the invasion of Iraq, which
requires a bit more incredible and grander deception, namely, Weapons of Mass
Destruction (WMD).55
The US war in Iraq was initiated and lost in a Jumble of jockeying for
“unipolar” supremacy the second time around – the first time in 1991, under George
H.W. Bush – just a few days after 9/11. The US war in Syria was lost too. The US
war in Libya produced a wall-to-wall pile of rubble submerged in torrents of blood
in the territory that is now a sanctuary and breeding ground for terrorists in North
Africa. Incidentally, the post-Qadhafi Libya is a remarkable accomplishment of
Hilary Clinton (Secretary of State in the Obama administration), aided by the artful
touch of NATO.56 Finally, the 2014 impulsive US coup in Ukraine against President
Viktor Yanukovych – remember Victoria Nuland57 in the mix – conceived and
executed by the Obama administration caused a blowback that led to the annexation
of Crimea by the Russian Federation for good.
These are just a handful of foreseeable blowbacks by a defunct hegemon
whose self-destructive behavior allows no limit. The fall of Afghanistan is an
incongruity since this fall is reflective of not only the dream of a “unipolar” America
turned to a self-evident nightmare, but a head-on testament also to the collapse of
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American hegemony based on the defunct Pax Americana (1945-1979). Given all
this, one could only hope that the political class in Washington (and the coattails in
NATO member countries) would turn around and seriously think about the newly
emerging world and new polity, and newly emerging balance of power, amicably
toward the world peace.
Finally, it would be crucial to look at the chaotic scenes of American
evacuation in Kabul airport on August 15, 2021, with an eye upon the stormy and
roaring American mob, on January 6, 2021, on the grounds of the US Capitol in
Washington.58 These two sets of events are organically related.

These separate

images in time and place are the two sides of the same coin. These images jointly
speak on the dialectic of US foreign and domestic policy, and economically,
politically, and strategically interwoven within an organic whole. These images
emphatically point to a punishing passage, euphemized as a road to perdition. These
images do not lie; they tell us something that any inquisitive mind can grasp. These
images tell us plenty about the unsettled US (domestic) history59, the melancholy of
American exceptionalism, implosive foreign policy, and a declining power that
cannot walk the earth straight in its own shoes. These pictures are a synopsis of the
in-and-out of America as we speak.
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